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We are
Barner
In Barner we deliver cool products to empower and help 
you better thrive in your digital life.
We develop each of our products with a focus on inno-
vation, design, comfort and high quality standards. With 
a focus on functionality and style that is needed in the 
digital age.
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Functional
Innovation and design are key aspects for us, 
that’s why our main goal is to keep on de-
veloping everyday objects that covers special 
everyday needs, being 100% functional with-
in the digital generation.

Colorful
For us color means vitality, and that’s how 
we recognize ourselves. That’s why we deliv-
er products in different colors, for different 
tastes but certainly full of life.

Comfortable
Comfort is a must in a daily use object, you 
have to feel almost like you are not wearing 
it, but at the same time feeling more pleased.

Cool
One of the most important characteristics 
in Barner. We really want to change the way 
certain products look by adding a hint of cool-
ness in every product made. Boring or serious 
is definitely not for us!





How it works
Barner’s lenses, have a coating specially de-
veloped for people who spend a lot of their 
time indoors and are exposed to blue-violet 
light from LEDs as well as smartphones, TV, 
tablet or computer screens.
Our high quality CR39 lenses block 40% of 
the Blue Light on the 430nm - 450nm spec-
trum and 100% of the Blue Light at 410nm.

Cool Design
Color, comfort, flexibility and light weight 
makes Barner glasses the coolest alterna-
tive to protect from the Blue light of dig-
ital devices.
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Nowadays we live totally surrounded by 
screens, spending nearly 9 hours a day, 
on average, in front of digital devices. 
All these digital devices are emitting blue 
light that may be detrimental and our eyes 
are not prepared for such an overexposure. 
This may lead to some health problems.

Eye strain &
dry eyes

Look cool wherever 
you go

Headaches &
 migraines

Protection from
permanent eye 

damage

Neck pain &
vertigo

Improve you
wellbeing

Fatigue

Improve your sleep

The pain identified

Benefits of wearing Barner



Details that make the difference
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Anti-Scratch
This hard, durable coat and extremely 
smooth surface significantly reduces the 
risk of scratches.

The Lenses
As we sell “Healthy Fashion”, we believe that the lenses’ quality 
should be top-notch. We work with high quality organic mate-
rial CR-39 lenses. Produced in one of the top worldwide lenses 
manufacturers, we apply all the coating needed to guarantee the 
following features:

Hydrophobic
This layer prevents water droplets and oil 
stains from staying on the surface of the 
lens.

Anti-Static
Premium anti-static coating reduces static 
and minimizes the possibility of dust ad-
hering to the lenses surface, ensuring dust 
free vision.

Easy to clean
The flawlessly smooth top coating enables 
fluids and dirt to effortlessly be cleaned 
from the surface, allowing for an untainted, 
clear view of your world.
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Details that make the difference

Packaging
The packaging is designed to represent 
each glasses’ geometric universe and it’s 
colors.

The Unboxing experience
We want our costumers to have the greatest experience with our 
brand, to feel our colorful world and how much we care for them. 
This is why we have developed a package with an amazing quality, 
a great design and full of surprises:

Microfiber cloth
We offer a soft light gray microfiber cloth 
that is fundamental for glasses cleaning.

Neoprene pouch
We’ve designed a recycled neoprene pouch 
that has a different color per model. It’s 
resistent and guarantees protection.

Eyewear cord
We offer this designed and colorful eye-
wear cord for those users that like to have 
their glasses always close.
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Lightweight and 
highly resitant
CR-39 lenses

100% UVA and UVB 
ray protection

Category 3 filter 
for sunny days and 

general use

Once you finish working with your laptop, 
you just need to attach the clip-on to your 
Barners and transform them into cool sun-
glasses. With this accessory you will be 

Clip-on features

able to use your Barners not only in front 
of screens but also on the street, relaxing 
at your favorite beach or breathing some 
fresh air in the mountains.
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Inspired by the colors that bring us vitality and joy.

Le Marais, Dalston, and Chamberi, named after some of our favorite 
neighborhoods, come in eight different vibrant colors, so you can 
express yourself however you want, wherever you are.

Made from polycarbonate, these computer glasses are so lightweight 
that you will forget you are wearing them.

The flexible hinges and temples will easily adapt to any face shape, 
and the rubberized texture will provide a better grip on your nose 
and ears. 

Go ahead and start protecting your eyes in the coolest way possible.
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This urban, lively district to the north of Lon-
don is where the cool kids are, so we decided 
to name this style after this great English city.
This style features rectangular frames and a 
little bit of a “geeky” look, we introduce eight 
different colors for these screen glasses. 
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A: 135 mm
B: 139 mm
C: 49 mm
D: 44 mm
E: 17 mm
F: 21 mm

Size

Available Colors

Dalston
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COLOR: BLACK NOIR / PANTONE: Pantone Black / SKU: DBN

COLOR: MILITARY GREEN / PANTONE: 5625C / SKU: DMG

27

COLOR: PALACE BLUE / Pantone:  2756U / SKU: DPB

COLOR: DUSTY PINK / PANTONE: 691C / SKU: DDP
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COLOR: BRIGHT SKY / PANTONE: 5425C / SKU: DBS

COLOR: COCONUT MILK / PANTONE: WARM GREY1 / SKU: DCM

29

COLOR: TORTOISE / PANTONE: # / SKU: DT

COLOR: HONEY / PANTONE: 460C / SKU: DH

30
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If it’s all about tradition meeting modernity, 
Chamberi is the place to be. Chamberi is a 
charming, popular city in the Spanish cap-
ital, and was our inspiration for this style. 
This style is modern and discreet - perfect for 
those who want a little bit of elegance. 

A

A: 135 mm
B: 138 mm
C: 47 mm
D: 47 mm
E: 16 mm
F: 21 mm

Size

Available Colors

Chamberí

B

E

C

D

F
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COLOR: BLACK NOIR / PANTONE: Pantone Black / SKU: CBN

COLOR: MILITARY GREEN / PANTONE: 5625C / SKU: CMG

35

COLOR: PALACE BLUE / Pantone:  2756U / SKU: CPB

COLOR: DUSTY PINK / PANTONE: 691C / SKU: CDP
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COLOR: BRIGHT SKY / PANTONE: 5425C / SKU: CBS

COLOR: COCONUT MILK / PANTONE: WARM GREY1 / SKU: CCM

37

COLOR: TORTOISE / PANTONE: # / SKU: CT

COLOR: HONEY / PANTONE: 460C / SKU: CH

38
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Le Marais, which is one of the oldest districts 
of the French capital and is characterized by 
its colorful and cultural offerings, was our in-
spiration for these frames. 
These blue light blocking glasses come in a 
sleek, rounded shape. 

A

A: 135 mm
B: 138 mm
C: 47 mm
D: 47 mm
E: 16 mm
F: 21 mm

Size

Available Colors

Le Marais

B

E

C

D

F
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COLOR: BLACK NOIR / PANTONE: Pantone Black / SKU: MBN

COLOR: MILITARY GREEN / PANTONE: 5625C / SKU: MMG

43

COLOR: PALACE BLUE / Pantone:  2756U / SKU: MPB

COLOR: DUSTY PINK / PANTONE: 691C / SKU: MDP
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COLOR: BRIGHT SKY / PANTONE: 5425C / SKU: MBS

COLOR: COCONUT MILK / PANTONE: WARM GREY1 / SKU: MCM

45

COLOR: TORTOISE / PANTONE: # / SKU: MT

COLOR: HONEY / PANTONE: 460C / SKU: MH
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Available for all the Chroma Collection frames, 
the Solar Clip-On is a super cool add on to your 
Barner glasses. Easy to attach, fits on the neo-
prene pouch and gives you the good look and 
protection that you need for the after work.

Solar clip-on
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MODEL: DALSTON / SKU: D-CLIP

MODEL: LE MARAIS/ SKU: M-CLIP

51

MODEL: CHAMBERÍ / SKU: C-CLIP
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Over the course of the past 2 years at Barner, our mission has 
been to empower the digital generation.

We have developed and launched screen glasses to protect our eyes 
from overexposure to the blue light emitted from the screens we 
are surrounded by.

We truly believe that the future digital generation, our children, 
should also be able to enjoy the same great protection.
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This urban, lively district to the north of Lon-
don is where the cool kids are, so we decided 
to name this style after this great English city.
This style features rectangular frames and a 
little bit of a “geeky” look, we introduce eight 
different colors for these screen glasses. 
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A: 130 mm
B: 125 mm
C: 46 mm
D: 39 mm
E: 11 mm
F: 17 mm

Size

Available Colors

Dalston
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COLOR: PALACE BLUE / Pantone:  2756U / SKU: DKPB

COLOR: TORTOISE/ PANTONE: --- / SKU: DKT

60

COLOR: BLACK NOIR / PANTONE: Pantone Black / SKU: DKBN

COLOR: RUBY RED / PANTONE: 7621C / SKU: DKRR
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Available Colors

Le Marais
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Le Marais, which is one of the oldest districts 
of the French capital and is characterized by 
its colorful and cultural offerings, was our in-
spiration for these frames. 
These blue light blocking glasses come in a 
sleek, rounded shape. 

A

A: 130 mm
B: 122 mm
C: 45 mm
D: 41 mm
E: 10 mm
F: 16 mm

Size

B

E

C

D

F



COLOR: BLACK NOIR / PANTONE: Pantone Black / SKU: MKBN

COLOR: RUBY RED / PANTONE: 7621C / SKU: MKRR

65

COLOR: PALACE BLUE / Pantone:  2756U / SKU: MKPB

COLOR: TORTOISE/ PANTONE: --- / SKU: MKT

66





The Good Life is welcome




